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Abstract: The present communication reports the dose and exposure dependent effects of a dioxin on few ion 

dependent membrane bound ATPases of mice kidney. Effects of TCDD on the specific activity of few membrane 

bound ATPases viz., Total ATPase, Na+ K+ ATPase, Ca++ ATPase, Mg++ ATPase, Ca++
,
 HCO3

- ATPase, Mg++, 

HCO3
- ATPase were observed. Two basic hypotheses were tested viz., (a) the sublethal in vivo exposure of 

TCDD evokes a dose and duration dependent effects on the membrane bound ATPases of the renal cells of mice 

and (b) TCDD possibly has a direct effect on the membrane bound ATPase system. Two groups were exposed to 

two sublethal doses (0.004 mg/kg bw/d, 0.04 mg/kg bw/d) of TCDD by a daily oral administration for 2, 4 and 6 

days. A separate control group received corn oil for same exposure duration. The results indicated predominant 

exposure duration dependent alterations in membrane bound ATPases. In conclusion, the results suggested that 

the membrane bound ATPases were indeed influenced by the TCDD exposure. However, the effects were 

possibly indirect, by complex chains of reactions exhibited by the cells when subjected to the toxic stress.  
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I. Introduction 
Living organisms including man may be exposed to persistent organic pollutants that have either dioxin 

like or non-dioxin like properties such as many PCBs, pesticides and organochlorines [1]. 2,3,7,8 tetra chloro di 

benzo-p-Dioxin (TCDD) has received considerable attention since its presence in the environment may cause 

potential human health hazards. Humans are exposed to dioxins primarily through the consumption of food and 

water on a daily basis and to a lesser extent, by inhalation [2]. Though the toxicity of TCDD has been widely 

examined in multiple acute, sub chronic and chronic studies [3]. Most studies reported effects of TCDD on the 

receptor mediated responses or various metabolic activities [4].  ATPases are known to be regulating the ions 

and metabolites across the plasma membrane in order to maintain the normal physiological and biochemical 

functions of the cells. TCDD was reported to cause edema by impairing water excretion in the kidney. TCDD 

was found to cause no apparent effect on Na+ K+ ATPase protein levels or localization in low doses [5]. The Na+ 

K+ ATPase dependent membrane bound ion pumps in the tubules generally performs normal ion transport 

processes [6]. In addition to the alteration in shape, TCDD generally reduce the area of Bowman’s space, though 

the increasing pressure from edema formation might have a flattening effect on the glomerulus [5].  It was 

reported that TCDD disrupted the water barrier against the inward diffusion of water and thereby increasing the 

blood vessel permeability in trout larvae [7]. Renal toxicity of dioxin like PCBs occurred due to the inhalation of 

toxicant, duration dependent oral exposure and dermal contacts. It was reported that 213 days of exposure to 1.5 

mg/m3 dose of Aroclor 1254 caused slight degeneration of the renal tubules [8]. After 24 hours following 

treatment of Aroclor 1242, by a single near-lethal gavage dose of 4,000 mg/kg, produced renal tubular damage 

in rats [9]. Aroclor 1254 exposure for 15 weeks with the concentration of 1.0 mg/kg/day produce Cortical 

tubular protein casts in kidney [10]. Going through the literature it was evident that studies are very less on the 

toxicity of dioxin in renal cell membrane system in general and ATPase system in particular. Hence, in the 

present study experiments were carries out to estimate the dose and duration dependent toxicity of TCDD to the 
membrane ATPases of the mice renal tissue. The present study tests two basic hypotheses that (a) the sublethal 

in vivo exposure of TCDD evokes a dose and duration dependent effects on the membrane bound ATPases of 

the renal cells of mice and (b) TCDD possibly has a direct effect on the membrane bound ATPase system. 

 

II. Materials And Methods 
2.1 Animals 

Adult female Swiss albino mice, around 3 months of age and weighing 30 ± 5g, were used for the 

entire study. The animal groups were provided with ad libitum commercially available rodent diet and water and 

kept under highly hygienic conditions in the animal house facilities as approved by the CPCSEA, India. The 
mice were kept under controlled humidity, temperature (25 ± 2 0C) and diurnal cycle of 14: 10 h. The infected 

and moribund animals were removed or not included for experimental study. All experiments were conducted 

according to ethical norms provided by CPCSEA India (CPCSEA/CH/RF/ACK-2003). 
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2.2 Chemicals 

2,3,7,8 TCDD was procured from Sigma- Aldrich chemicals Pvt. Ltd. (CAS No. 1746-01-6). All other 

chemicals used for this study were of analytical grade. 

 

2.3 Experimental Design and Treatment 

In the present study, a total of 81 adult female mice were used in different groups. The intoxication was 

done by oral administration of 2,3,7,8 TCDD (Sigma) in 0.004 and 0.04 mg/kg body weight/day doses, 
dissolved in corn oil (Sigma) for three different exposure durations (2, 4 and 6 days). Separate control groups 

were also maintained that received a similar daily dose of vehicle (corn oil) only. The selection of doses were 

based on the LD50 of TCDD in mice along with the minimum required dose reported to be toxic to human and 

the availability of TCDD and its residue in nature. 

 

2.4 Tissue Preparation and Enzyme Assay 

After toxic exposure, the kidney was quickly harvested and washed in ice cold Sucrose-EDTA-

Imidazole (SEI) buffer. Fixed amount of kidney tissue was homogenized in a Potter-Elvehjem glass 

homogenizer at 4°C in SEI buffer to make a 10% (w/v) tissue concentration. Tissue extraction and Enzyme 

assay of total, Na+-K+, Ca++, Mg++, CaHCO3
- and MgHCO3

-ATPases were done by the method of Zaugg [11] 

with appropriate modifications [12,4]. Resulting inorganic phosphate was measured by the method of Fiske and 
Subbarow [13]. Protein content in the tissue extract was estimated by the method of Lowry et al. [14] using 

crystalline bovine serum as standard.  

 

2.5 Statistical Analysis 

The obtained data were subjected to various statistical analyses for their cumulative acceptability and 

for testing the hypotheses formulated. A single factor ANOVA was employed for the significance in the 

variations between control and doses. A two-way nested ANOVA test was done to check the significance in the 

variations between different doses and amongst different exposure durations. In addition to those tests, Student’s 

t-test was employed for the significance in the variations between control and each duration within a given dose. 

All statistical procedures were done as per Sokal and Rohlf [15]. 

 

III. Results 
In the present study, dose and exposure duration dependent toxicity of TCDD to various membrane 

bound ion dependent ATPases in mice renal tissue was estimated. Results of the present investigation showed 

variations in the renal membrane ATPases after exposure to different doses of 2,3,7,8 TCDD. The specific 

activity of Total ATPase showed inhibition in all exposure durations in lower dose (0.004 mg/kg/d) group. In 

high dose (0.04 mg/kg/d) group, initial inhibition was observed after 2 and 4 days of exposure durations, but 

stimulation in the specific activity was observed after 6 days of exposure duration (Fig. 1a). In case of Na+ K+ 

ATPase, the specific activity showed inhibitory trend in all exposure duration in the lower dose (0.004 mg/kg/d) 

group. In case of high dose group, the specific activity was highly inhibited in lower exposure durations but 

slight stimulation was observed after 6 days of exposure duration (Fig. 1b). The activity of Ca++ ATPase in both 
the dose groups (0.004 & 0.04 mg/kg/d) showed inhibition after 2 and 4 days of exposure durations, whereas, 

slight stimulation was observed after 6 days of exposure duration (Fig. 1c). However, in case of Mg++ ATPase, 

the specific activity was initially stimulated after 2 and 6 days of exposure duration, while, inhibition was 

observed in 4 days of exposure duration in both dose groups (Fig. 1d). The specific activity of Ca
++

, HCO3
-
 

ATPase was highly inhibited in the lower dose group. In the higher dose however, the inhibitory effect was 

observed after 2 and 4 days of exposure while, high stimulation in the enzyme activity was observed after 6 days 

of exposure (Fig. 1e). In case of Mg++, HCO3
- ATPase, the activity showed inhibition after 2 and 4 days of 

exposure durations whilst, stimulation was observed after 6 days of exposure duration in both dose group (Fig. 

1f).  

 

IV. Discussion 
Low to moderate renal effects have been reported in different animals exposed to lethal or near-lethal 

levels of 2,3,7,8 -TCDD. Acute exposure to 2,3,7,8-TCDD reported to have caused dilation of the convoluted 

tubules and Bowman's spaces in rats [16] and epithelial hyperplasia in the renal pelvis in rhesus monkeys [17]. 

These reports suggest that the observed renal effects in mature animals may be secondary to the general 

response to 2,3,7,8 -TCDD toxicity with the exception of the epithelial hyperplasia reported in monkeys. The 

plasma membrane is the first fence that has to be overcome by toxic compounds targeting to the cell. Present 

study thus, focuses on this aspects and deals with effects of TCDD on the renal membrane bound ATPases.    
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In the present study, the specific activity of Total and Na+
, K

+ ATPase showed progressive dose and 

duration dependent inhibition after 2 and 4 days of exposure durations but remained more or less unchanged 

after 6 days of exposure (Fig. 1a & 1b). A predominant exposure duration dependent effect was observed in the 

activity of total and Na+, K+ ATPases as evident from the results of two factor ANOVA between control and 

toxicated groups (Table 1). It was apparent that the increasing dose of TCDD did not bring about significant 

changes in the activities of any of the ion dependent membrane bound ATPases studied. Results of t-test 

between control and individual exposure duration showed significant effects after 4 and 6 days of exposure 
(Table 2). It is evident that significant effects of TCDD in the specific activity of total ATPase occurred with 

increasing exposure durations. The stimulation of the enzymatic activity observed after TCDD administration in 

the present study was possibly not due to direct influence of the TCDD with the enzyme protein itself but may 

be due to chain of reactions occurred in the cytoplasm [18].  Earlier studies reported that the TCDD binds with 

cytosolic receptor and transported into nucleus for newer protein synthesis [19]. The resultant expression of 

some gene expression rather than the TCDD directly interacts with lipophilic membrane channel proteins [20]. 

The t-test between control and total ATPase and Na+-K+ ATPase activity also showed significant differences in 

longest exposure durations (Table 2). The observed inhibition in the specific activity may not be due to direct 

influence of the toxicant with the enzyme itself [18], as the lipophilic TCDD may not take the usual route to 

enter the cell [6]. It is more likely that TCDD directly enters into the cell by dissolving into the plasma 

membrane [4]. It may also be possible that the observed disturbance in enzymatic activity caused uncontrolled 
entry of Na+ ions into the cell along the concentration gradient through Na+ / Ca 2+ exchanger, resulted the water 

molecules followed along the osmotic gradient [21] causing membrane swelling and rupture [22].  

The specific activity of Ca++ and Mg++ dependent ATPase showed minor variations between the doses 

and within exposure durations (Fig. 1c & 1d). However, significant variation was observed in the higher dose 

and longest duration. A clear exposure duration dependent effect was observed in case of Ca++ and Mg++ 

ATPase. The results of two factor ANOVA between control and toxicated groups did not show any significant 

variation amongst doses. Significant variations were however, observed within the exposure durations (Table 1). 

It has also been observed from t-test between control and individual exposure duration that a significant 

variation was observed in the longer exposure durations in most of the cases (Table 2). It was also noted that 

observed variations were higher in Ca++ ATPase than that of Mg++ ATPase. Slight variations in the activity of 

Ca++, HCO3- ATPase and Mg++, HCO3
- ATPase over their respective controls were also noted (Fig. 1e & 1f). 

However, variation was more in Ca++, HCO3
- ATPase like other ATPases. These two enzymes also showed 

significant exposure duration dependent effect (Table 1). The results of t-test between control and individual 

exposure duration indicated significant variations in higher doses (Table 2).  

The predominant exposure duration dependent disturbances in the specific activities of the Ca++ and 

Mg++ ATPases in the present study possibly indicating a disturbances in calcium homeostasis which may affect 

various cellular functions such as gene expression, necrosis, cell apoptosis [23]. It has been reported that G 

protein may mediate many of these type of ion channel regulation by stimulating or inhibiting enzymatic 

activity via phosphorylation pathway and initiate intracellular cascade for increasing of cytosolic Ca2+, leading 

to activation or inhibition of specific enzymes or opening of ion channels [24]. Calcium extrusion from the cell 

by plasma membrane Ca++ ATPase, as a result of increased intracellular free calcium levels [23,24]. Extrusion of 

Ca2+ ions by Ca2+ ATPase is thought to  be increase the Na+ in kidney cells by stimulate the Na+/ Ca2+ exchanger 

and loss of K+ can cause the cell swelling, which ultimately rupture the membrane or change  the shape of the 
cell [4]. The alteration of ion gradients intracellular can trigger a variety of further mechanism. It may be due to 

the available free molecules of that toxicant stimulate the different receptor which may be responsible for 

release of intracellular Ca2+ stores. It is also possible that the enzyme might have accumulated in the 

intracellular space due to the altered membrane permeability or leakage in the affected membrane [25]. TCDD 

would cause edema by impairing water excretion by the kidney. TCDD or another AhR agonist which impairs 

the water export system or water barrier system causing edema [5].   

 

TABLE 1. Results of Two-factor ANOVA between control and toxicated groups. 

 TOTAL Na
+
, K

+
 Ca

2+
 Mg

2+
 Ca

++
HCO3

-
 Mg

++
HCO3

-
 

Amongst 

Doses 

3.17 0.49 1.58 1.63 1.91 2.62 

Within 

Duration 

26.24** 18.78** 21.37** 6.54** 4.66** 18.44** 

*Significance at P=0.05(F crit of dF  2,8 = 3.63) 

**Significance at P=0.05 (F crit of dF 8,26 = 2.59) 
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Fig. 1. Dose and duration dependent changes in the specific activities of different ion dependent membrane 

ATPases after TCDD intoxication. 
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TABLE 2. Results of Student’s‘t’-test between control and individual exposure durations within each dose. 
 TOTAL Na-K

+
 Ca

2+
 Mg

2+
 CaHCO3

-
 MgHCO3

-
 

 0.004 
mg 

0.04 
mg 

0.004 
mg 

0.04 
mg 

0.004 
mg 

0.04 
mg 

0.004 
mg 

0.04 
mg 

0.004 
mg 

0.04 
mg 

0.004 
mg 

0.04 
mg 

2 days 0.79 2.33 1.88 4.18
* 

0.07 2.89
* 

2.59 2.64 0.71 0.82 0.19 0.10 

4 days 5.83* 7.60
* 

2.88* 7.33
* 

4.31* 4.80
* 

3.29* 4.31* 4.06* 1.26 4.80* 1.47 

6 days 3.65* 1.96 0.88 0.84 1.28 4.80
* 

0.72 1.62 4.56* 0.40 1.28 4.71
* 

*Significance at P=0.05 (T crit. =2.77) 

 

TABLE 3. Results of single-factor ANOVA between individual exposure durations within each group. 

 TOTAL Na
+
,K

+
 Ca

2+
 Mg

2+
 CaHCO3

-
 MgHCO3

-
 

CONTROL 22.89 31.15 9.32 8.34 0.07 1.26 

0.004 14.09* 29.38* 1.13 15.14* 10.11* 26.40* 

0.04 29.94* 11.06* 30.18* 7.15* 1.94 24.1* 

*Significance at P=0.05 (F crit. = 5.14) 

 

V. Conclusion 
The overall results of the present investigation indicating that low dose TCDD had limited effects on 

the membrane bound ion dependent ATPase. The selected doses were 100 times lower than the LD50 value and 

hence, produced little changes. TCDD being a lipophilic toxicant possibly did not take the ion channels for 

entering into the cell. However, statistically significant changes were evident in different exposure durations. 

This trend was possibly indicating an indirect effect of low dose TCDD on the membrane ATPase system and 

answers the hypotheses where predominant exposure duration dependent effects were observed. It was also 

evident that observed effects were possibly indirect through a series of events after the TCDD entered into the 
cell. However, how TCDD actually affects the membrane bound ATPase system is not clear at this point. The 

study also raises few questions about how TCDD, a hormone mimicking compound, reacts when inside the cell. 

It may associate with receptors evoking appropriate responses. However, TCDD which remains free and 

unattached with receptors in the cytosol may react with other compounds around and evoke responses which 

may disturb, among others, the membrane transport mechanisms. 
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